International Notice -- There Is No Such Thing as a "Sovereign Citizen"

By Anna Von Reitz

Issued: December 5th of 2022

Notice to Agents is Notice to Principals; Notice to Principals is Notice to Agents.

This International Notice goes out to all the members of the military, especially the JAG Officers currently trying to function as Provost Marshals, and to the Municipal Officers, especially the Secretary General of the United Nations and the Offices of the Inspector General.

There is no such thing as a "sovereign citizen".

This term is an oxymoron.

One literally cannot be a sovereign and a citizen at the same time.

We have proof that certain unelected and incompetent Agencies, including the FBI, the DOJ, and various private corporate security officers acting "as" Sheriffs -- without really being Sheriffs --- have developed entire programs and narratives around this inanity and are going around ignorantly teaching others to do the same.

They are calling these non-existent constructs "Domestic Terrorists" without respect to those whose domesticity is contractually owed protection and support here in this country.

Time to clean up your respective acts and stop embarrassing yourselves.

Please get down to the level of your various Subcontractors of Subcontractors -- the "Agencies" which are trying to do work that you are supposed to be doing yourselves --- and fully inform them that there are no "sovereign citizens" for them to deal with.

There are only American sovereigns reclaiming their reversionary trust interests --- the people who are owed "good faith service" from all of the government contractors and all agencies of the government contractors and the Principals being addressed by this public International Notice.

Issued by: Anna Maria Riezinger, Fiduciary

The United States of America